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THE RE-EVALUATION OF AMERICAN
CITIZENSHIP
PETER H. SCHUCK*
Citizenship is very much on America's collective mind. Congress is busily
redefining it. Intellectuals are writing books about it. Citizens are debating
whether it has lost its meaning. Aliens are lining up to apply for it in
unprecedented numbers. What, one may ask, is going on here?
Citizenship talk proceeds through several different tropes. Sometimes we
advance it as a powerful aspirational ideal. In this normative usage, it serves
as a proxy, or place-holder, for our deepest commitments to a common life.
Citizens, in this view, mutually pledge their trust and concern for each other
and their full participation in shared civic and civil cultures. Sometimes-
perhaps even at the same time-we also deploy citizenship as a positive
concept. In this positive usage, it describes a legal-political status that some
individuals enjoy, some can only aspire to, and still others have little hope of
ever attaining. Here, citizenship describes a relationship between individuals
and the polity in which citizens owe allegiance to their polity-they must not
betray it and may have to serve it-while the polity owes its citizens the
fullest measure of protection that its law affords, including (except for minors
and some convicted felons) the right to vote.
These two uses of citizenship--the normative and the positive-are linked
rhetorically, and perhaps even psychologically. Like the serpents on a
caduceus, they are tightly intertwined. We often use the ideal of citizenship as
a standard against which to evaluate the actual conduct of others, hurling the
ideal as an accusation, bitterly condemning what we do not like about
contemporary life and ascribing it to the defects of our fellow citizens.
Whether the offense is the despoilment of public spaces in our cities, the
failure to vote in our elections, the violence in our schools and neighbor-
hoods, or the erosion of our families, we indict not only the individual
perpetrators but the polity that, by debasing citizenship, has fostered or at
least countenanced these wrongs. At times-and today, seems such a time-
our despair may be so great that we wonder whether we remain one people
dedicated to common purposes. The most disillusioned of us may conclude
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